# PBC College-Prioritized Curriculum Spaces

Each of the following PBC entities retain the rights to the corresponding college-prioritized curriculum spaces during the first phase of scheduling, as listed the PBC Classroom Scheduling Timeline.

After the first phase of scheduling is complete, these spaces will then be released and available times can be requested by other non-prioritized PBC associates.

PBC Scheduling does not "Bump" (move) sessions that are already scheduled for another entity. If a user wants space that is already scheduled for another group, they can directly contact that reservation owner and request this change. If an agreement is reached between the two parties, PBC Scheduling can step in and help.

### UA COM-P
- Lecture Halls = C104 and C105
- Learning Studio (120) = C204
- Learning Studio (60) = C403
- Classroom (20) = C203
- 10 Group Study/CBI Rooms (15) =
  - Floor 1 - B103, B104, B105
  - Floor 2 - B203, B204, B206, B207, B209, B211
  - Floor 3 - B301
- BSPB = E115

### NAU-CHHS
- Lecture Halls = B102 and B108
- Learning Studio (60) = C201 and C202
- Classrooms = B202
- PT Labs = B208 and B610
- OT Labs = B210, B212, and B213
- AT Labs = B205

### UA Eller
- Learning Studio (60) = C206
- Mon. & Wed. - 4p - 10p / Fri. & Sat. - All Day.

### UA COP
- Classroom = B402
- Classroom = B302

### UA NURS MEPN
- C302 - Skills Lab
- BSPB = E113
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